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Experts weigh in on weight-loss
wonder drugs

AKAVAR 20/50
“The active ingredients will give you a
caffeine buzz,” says nutritionist Thomas
Von Ohlen. “If caffeine stimulates the
adrenals, and the adrenals
stimulate the
metabolism, they can
make the weightloss claim, but there
are also a lot of
man-made chemical
ingredients listed, and
we don’t
know
how
safe
they are
in the long term.”

HOODIA
“Pure hoodia has
had very impressive
results as an appetite
suppressant,” says
weight-loss specialist
Dave E. David, M.D.
“But 99% of what you
see on the market
is not pure hoodia.
Tests often show that
tablets have too small an amount — if any
— to do any good.”

Miracle weight-loss
pill is hard
to swallow
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at all you want and
still lose weight”
boast the ads for Akavar 20/50, one of the
most heavily advertised new weight-loss
supplements on the market.

Their promise gets caught in your
head, not simply because it’s repeated
— no, shouted — multiple times, but because, at this time of year, it sounds a lot
better than going to the gym.
With New Year’s workout kick winding down and months to go before bikini
season, midyear sees a dramatic slump
in gym activity, according to a study in
the Journal of Clinical Psychology. So
why don’t we all just pop a pill, order a
pizza and commence the fat burning?
Because it’s hard to believe such a miracle drug exists.
Akavar’s own research chemist, Dr.
Nathalie Chevreau, was happy to ﬁll us
in on a 2001 report featured in the Journal of Human Nutrition and Dietetics
that stated 24 people who took Akavar
lost an average of 11 pounds in 45 days,
while 23 who were given a placebo lost
nearly no weight at all.
In fact, she even takes it herself.
“I take one serving, which is two tab-

lets, once in the morning to make sure
I’m not too hungry for the day,” says
Chevreau of the pills, which cost $39.99
a bottle. “There is a slowdown of the
stomach emptying into the intestine,
so you have an increased sense of fullness.” She attributes the process to
three active herbal ingredients, yerba
mate, guarana and damiana.
But that’s not necessarily a good
thing, say other experts.
“If it’s decreasing the appetite
and causing you to eat less, you’re
body goes into starvation mode
and starts to burn lean
tissue and store fat. The
active ingredients are
stimulants, and no one really knows what the safe
doses are for any of these
herbs in the long term,”
counters weight-loss expert
and non-Akavar afﬁliate Dr.
Dave E. David, who equates
the caffeine levels in one dose to
3 ½ cups of coffee.
“Taking more than 250mg of caffeine has been implicated in insomnia
and high blood pressure,” says nutritionist Thomas Von Ohlen, who works
with thousands of patients to address
the hundreds of different reasons for
weight gain.
“The idea of one cure-all is absurd.
Losing weight by taking diet pills and

going to Dunkin’ Donuts all day long is
a biochemical impossibility,” he adds.
“The basic rule is, if it sounds too good
to be true, it is.”
Meanwhile, Akavar’s add claims: “We
couldn’t say it in print if it wasn’t true.”
Well, actually, they pretty much
can, as there’s no federal agency that
reviews advertisements before they
appear.
“They’re about as bold as you can
be,” says lawyer Scott Shepherd of the
outrageously brazen ads.
His ﬁrm, Shepherd, Finkelman, Miller & Shah, LLC,
has ﬁled a class-action lawsuit against the company, set to go to trial in
2010. “We ﬁled our case
in November 2007 based
on consumer fraud
claims,” said Shepherd,
whose ﬁrm has successfully settled a $16 million
suit against Rexall Sundown
Inc., for weight-loss product Cellasene and a $12 million suit against the
now-defunct Dr. Phil-endorsed Shape
Up! diet supplements.
Meanwhile, the Federal Trade Commission was unable to conﬁrm whether
any investigation is pending.
One thing is clear: Getting off your
behind and heading to the gym is looking better and better.
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DEXATRIM
“This diuretic pushes
ﬂuids out of the
system,” says Von
Ohlen. If someone
was prone to ﬂuid
retention, they may
achieve temporary
weight loss, but it’s
not fat loss. The main
risk is dehydration, headaches and an
imbalance of electrolytes.”

ALLI
“This is FDAapproved and
appears to
prevent the
body from
absorbing
maybe onequarter of the fat that you take in,” says
David. “But eating fat isn’t necessarily what
causes you to become overweight, and
there can be some unpleasant side effects,
such as oily stools.”
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Matt Grant, the upcoming “Bachelor,”
is the next British invasion.
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the hay, the Latin lover may tempt her more,” admits
Holmes. “But a British guy seems like he might stick
around. You might meet his mum.”
The most crucial thing to remember, however,
when faced with an entrancing Englishman, is not to
let his accent color your judgment.
Says Hepola of one “Oxbridge lad” who picked
her up in a bar, “My concept of Britishness was so
tied up with the upper class that it took me a while
to realize this guy was, truly, an idiot. He didn’t know
who Dick Cheney was.”
“The thing is,” says Liz, “even the sexiest accent in the world can’t make up for spying that
copy of ‘The Game’ on a guy’s bookshelf. It’s
moments like that you realize foreign men,
accent or no, are not all that different.”
Perhaps true hotness is found not in
the nationality of an accent, but in its
other characteristics. As Smith puts
it, a sophisticated accent should
suggest that the speaker is “well
traveled, successful and impulsive.”
Mia, 24, an art gallery worker, explains things another way.
“Hot: posh British accents. Not hot:
Welsh accents,” she says. “Hot: some
aristocratic Italian guy accent. Not
hot: Domenico’s accent.
“In conclusion, accents’ relative hotness tend to be linked to
how rich the dude is.”
Hear that, Prince Harry? Next
time you want to do a tour of duty, try
heading West.

“Ephedra was pulled off the
market for a while because
of the effect on the heart,”
says Von Ohlen. “There is
a TrimSpa that’s ephedrafree, which contains
hoodia with chromium and
vanadium, two minerals ...
which keep cravings at bay.
It also has green-tea and
cocoa extracts, which are
basically caffeine.”
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he landscape of romantic reality TV is being overrun by accents.
Last Sunday, we welcomed back MTV’s Domenico Nesci, the loopy Italian from “A Shot at
Love With Tila Tequila,” now starring in his own
show, “That’s Amore.”
Tuesday brought us Bravo’s Simon van Kempen, the
Aussie sidekick — uh, we mean husband — of one of the
“Real Housewives of New York City.”
And, drum roll please, on March 17 we will gaze into
the eyes of ABC’s 12th “Bachelor.” English hottie Matt
Grant is coming to American shores and, as he boasts in
the show’s preview, he’s here to “steal” our women.
But what is it about an accent that makes a guy
irresistible? And which nationality’s tongue woos
most winningly?
A 2007 poll by Budget Travel rated Brits as the men
with the sexiest accents, with Irish and Australian guys in
second and third, respectively.
It seems English charmers are still on the minds of
stateside women — and not just the contestants giggling
over Grant but also real, rational New Yorkers.
“The Commonwealth has my heart,” says Liz, a 24year-old TV writer. “I’ve always thought British, Scottish,
Irish accents were way sexier than their European counterparts. French and Italian just sound cliche these days.”
“Maybe I just think every Englishman is Hugh Grant,”
sighs Sarah Hepola, a Brooklyn-based writer whose essay “Is He Cute or Is He British?” mines the way a cute
accent can overcome a woman’s better judgment.
“I think something was imprinted when I was a little
girl in love with Duran Duran,” she adds.
One expert proposes a more scientiﬁc answer. Britishisms such as “blimey,” “bang-up” and “bollocks” are more
than just adorably different turns-of-phrase — they cause
a lady to listen.

“It’s the intensity with which a woman has to listen
to a British guy,” says Anna Holmes, editor of
Jezebel.com. (She’s engaged to an Australian,
FYI.) “Maybe there’s some chemical reaction
in which the mind is confusing concentration
with infatuation.”
Whatever it is, even in the multicultural
jumble of New York City, the Brit is in demand.
Sarah Kathryn Smith is the founder of the
Eight at Eight Dinner Club, which assembles
groups of single strangers for group blind dates.
In New York, her go-to British bachelor is a
club favorite.
“One of our members, Andrew, in
New York City, is tall and terribly
charming,” she says. “All the ladies
request his number when we set
him up.”
A look at the comments Andrew
has received after these dinners
reveals a ﬂock of daters ready to
hail Britannia. “His British accent adds a charm to his character,”
writes one. “Great foreign accent,”
writes another.
Of course, not everyone goes mental for men from the United Kingdom. Our own unscientiﬁc survey
found Spanish and Latin American
accents to be the other top lures for
New York ladies.
“I completely hate the British accent,
actually,” says Deborah, 30, an architect.
“It’s grating on my ears ... There
are so many associations with the Latin
lover and Spanish people. They know
how to live.”
“I think if a woman wants to have a roll in
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Want vocal support? Try putting a little English on it.
BY PATRICK HUGUENIN
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Domenico Nesci
socks it to them
with his Italian
accent on “That’s
Amore.”
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